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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION: THE BUSINESS OF ANALYTICS
WHAT AM I GOING TO LEARN?
In this chapter, we first discuss the rise of analytics as an increasingly separate discipline and outline
the breadth and depth analytics has within business decision making. Next, we define analytics and
advanced analytics and present various types. Lastly, we outline the analytics value chain and present research findings and case studies that show the impact of analytics on business performance.
The latter shows why analytics has become a key capability and skill that executives and managers
need to have.

THE RISE AND SCOPE OF ANALYTICS
Analytics is not a new discipline. Some firms embraced it decades ago even if only on an
ad hoc basis (e.g., Gensch, Aversa, & Moore, 1990). More recently, some firms have made it
an essential part of their business model (e.g., Davenport & Harris, 2007), and the interest
in analytics as a business tool has surged (Davenport & Harris, 2007; Mahler & Boudreau,
2017; Vriens, 2012). Several books on the topic (Davenport & Harris, 2007; Davenport,
Harris, & Morison, 2010; Siegel, 2013; Vriens, 2012), and many published academic papers
document how firms successfully adopted analytics (e.g., Germann, Lilien, Fiedler, & Kraus,
2014; Lilien, Roberts, & Shankar, 2013; Silver, 2012). Analytics has now been applied across
virtually every business domain (and outside business for that matter, e.g., medicine, chemistry, legal disputes, and biology, for example) and advanced analytics has been especially
applied to the following:
•

•

•

Marketing topics such as understanding the drivers of market share analysis (Gensch
et al., 1990), identifying optimal pricing (Natter, Reutterer, Mild, & Taudes, 2007), new
product adoption (Bass, 1969), finding optimal products (Kohli & Krishnamurti, 1989;
Sawtooth, 2003), market segmentation (Wedel & Kamakura, 2000), marketing efficiency
(Wiesel, Pauwels, & Arts, 2011), etc. We discuss these areas and others in chapter 3
Finance topics such as fraud detection (Ngai, Hu, Chen, & Sun, 2011), bankruptcy
(Fletcher & Goss, 1993), credit scoring and risk (Baesens, Rösch, & Scheule, 2017),
thrift failures (Salchenberger, Cinar, & Lash, 1992), and financial distress (Coates &
Fant, 1993), etc.
Legal topics such as trademark infringement, patent cases/potential damage matters,
consumer fraud, licensing non-compliance, and anti-trust (Altuglu & Schwabe, 2018;
Fair & O’Laughlin, 2018)
1

•

•

•

Operations and manufacturing topics such as process and operational efficiency (Evans
& Fisher, 1994), early warning detection (Halvorsen, 2006), predictive maintenance,
and scheduling optimization. With the growth of the Internet of Things (IoT) (see
also chapter 2), firms will have big data on manufacturing and machine performance
(O’Donovan, Leahy, Bruton, & O’Sullivan, 2015). Mining and analyzing such data can
yield significant cost savings.
HR topics such as the relationship between HR processes, employee engagement,
and firm performance. For example, Coco, Jamison & Black (2011), studying Lowe’s,
found that a highly engaged employee leads to a 4% higher average per customer
sales per store.
Government and non-profit organizations now are increasingly benefitting from
analytics (Wamba, Akter, Edwards, & Chopin, 2015).

Also, the usefulness of analytics is not limited to any given industry or company size; consumer
products (CPG), financial services, pharmaceuticals, retail, ecommerce, telecom, etc., as well
as small and large firms have been shown to benefit from the use of analytics (Davenport &
Harris, 2007; Vriens, 2012).

DEFINING ANALYTICS
Analytics and advanced analytics (e.g., predictive analytics) are not fully defined as disciplines.
People who work in areas such as analytics, marketing research, and advanced modeling will
give a variety of answers. Here, we define analytics along three dimensions: (a) what and how,
(b) the general purpose, and (c) the type of data.

What and How
In our experience, most practitioners will recognize that analytics and advanced analytics
will view:
1
2
3

4

Data as a strategic asset, and will use tools to manage and analyze the data (e.g., tools
to summarize or visualize the data and make the data more easily accessible),
Use specific models to quantify multivariate relationships (e.g. Vriens, 2012) so more
and better insights can be found,
Analyze and model in multiple stages. Analytics is an iterative process. Initial analyses may not give any interesting insights. It is common to analyze a data set in many
different ways before one discovers the insights (e.g. Vriens & Kidd, 2014).
Analyze and model using multiple data sources. Sometimes there are various components to an advanced analysis plan that are executed as stand-alone analyses. Once
completed, the various results are later integrated. Combining different data sources
can often bring unique perspectives and uncover new insights. For example, we can
combine attitudinal, financial, and transactional data, or we can combine micro and
macro data.
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Other definitions have been suggested; for example, Davenport and Harris (2007) mention
elements such as “extensive use of data,” “predictive analytics,” and the possibility of “fully
automated decisions.” Laursen & Thorlund (2010) consider analytics to be a sub-set of business
analytics. See also Mortensen, Doherty, and Robinson (2015) for more discussion on definitions.

General Purpose
Another way to define analytics is by distinguishing between descriptive, exploratory, predictive, causal, and prescriptive analytics. We note that these purposes can exist alongside each
other and are not always mutually exclusive (e.g., an explorative study may have a predictive
component, etc.).
Descriptive analytics refers to summaries of data via tables, charts, and maps. Typically,
there is only basic analysis involved (e.g., simple frequency counts, indexing, etc.).
Exploratory analytics is also descriptive in nature but its purpose is to gain deeper insight
into a topic or use the results for further analysis. Techniques such as factor analysis, cluster analysis, and multidimensional scaling (see corresponding chapters) are often used.
We distinguish between measurement, data reduction, and representation as types of
exploratory analyses:
•

•

•

Measurement. Factor analysis can be used to determine if a set of survey variables
capture a concept of interest. Say, we believe the concept of “brand love” exists and
have developed survey questions to measure it. In this case we can use factor analysis
to determine if there is one underlying factor that explains the co-variation between
these survey variables (the details are discussed in the factor analysis chapter).
Data reduction. Factor analysis can also be used as a data reduction technique. For
example, we have many variables (many of which are inter-correlated) and we want
to reduce this large set to a smaller number of factors. If we have survey data where
two brands are evaluated on 40 perception attributes (e.g., “This is a brand I trust”;
“This brand offers good quality”, etc. [40 or more is not uncommon]), we may want to
simplify visualizing differences between brands. By reducing the 40 attributes to say
five factors, we can substantially simplify the reporting and potential further analysis.
Representation. Cluster analysis can be used to identify if groups of respondents or
customers exist that are similar to each other but different than those in other groups.
Instead of looking at similarities between respondents or customers, we can also be
interested in similarities between products and brands. Here, we might use a multi-
dimensional scaling approach to map the brands or products in a two-dimensional space.

Predictive analytics aims to predict something: sales next month, the value of a house,
who will buy a product, who will defect on their mortgage, etc. We will expand on different
approaches to predictive analytics in chapter 3.
Related to predictive purposes is gaining an understanding of the possible causal variables that cause a relevant business metric (e.g., what is driving our market share; what is
driving how satisfied our customers are; etc.). Techniques that are used for both predictive
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and causal analytics include regression, CHAID (more generally tree analyses), conjoint,
structural equation modeling, etc. To assess or support a causality claim, we often will need
to do additional analyses.
Prescriptive analytics refers to situations where we aim our analytics to provide specific
recommendations, for example, when Spotify makes a song recommendation for you, when
Amazon makes book recommendations, or when we develop a decision-support system that
recommends SKU prices based on an objective profit optimizing function (which is based
on a price-demand model) (see Natter et al., 2007).

Data
We note that there are three functional areas that substantially overlap where the dominant
data used for analytics differs:
1

2

3

Traditionally there is the area of market research. Market research utilizes a variety
of methodologies to collect data on consumers and markets including surveys, focus
groups, etc. However, such data, in most cases, needs to be analyzed, and analytical
approaches, such as the ones discussed in this book, will be applied.
Increasingly, analytics has also become a separate function in most organizations;
firms collect data on their own customers (e.g., what they buy, when, etc.) or from
their own operations and it is typically this data that gets analyzed.
There is the area of big data, sometimes referred to as data science. This function is
tasked with the collection of massive big data and/or unstructured data. It may be
part of an analytics or market research team or it may be its own stand-alone function
(more in chapter 2 about big data).

Each function aims to collect and analyze data from consumers and markets and aims to
create insights and knowledge that can help the firm make better decisions.

THE ANALYTICAL CHALLENGE
Many firms “have leveraged analytical insights to improve operational efficiency, grow revenues, and improve market position” (e.g. Arthur, 2013; Lilien, Roberts, & Shankar, 2013;
Vriens, 2012; Vriens & Kidd, 2014). Others are not, or are barely, using analytics at all. For
example, Rusetski (2014) interviewed 116 brand managers and found that 69% relied on some
heuristic to make their pricing decisions. Information Week (Sullivan, 2005) reported that
most managers in retail who are responsible for price setting prefer gut feel, while only 5 to 6
percent reported using decision support systems to help them leverage insights to set prices.
Another study found that 40% of major decisions are based not on facts or insights, but on
the manager’s gut (Rich, McCarthy, & Harris, 2009; Vriens, 2012). If that is true, then the
percentage of “minor” or “less major” decisions based on gut feeling is likely to be a lot higher.
Firms who are not using analytics may simply not be aware of what can be done with
analytics, or they may simply not see the benefits. A 2009 McKinsey survey among C-level
4 | From Data to Decision: A Handbook for the Modern Business Analyst

executives revealed that only about 10% of firms regularly deploy analytics. Kucera & White
(2012) found that among the 160 businesses they interviewed, only about 16% used predictive
analytics.
For those who have unsuccessfully used analytics, it may have been because it was misapplied. This may have resulted in weak or even invalid insights. If the results are uninteresting,
they will quickly dampen the energy to pursue analytics. If they lead to incorrect recommendations, they may create a situation where analytics are seen as risky.
A survey among 3,000 executive managers worldwide found that half of the sample believed
improving information and analytics was a top priority in their firm (Lavalle, H
 opkins, Lesser,
Shockley, & Kruschwitz, 2010). Almost half the interviewed sample “indicated that a ‘lack of
understanding of how to use analytics to improve business’ was an obstacle to the widespread
adoption of analytics in the organization.” Even though this study was published in 2010, in
our practice, we see it almost daily. Executives often still lack a basic understanding of what
analytics is and what it can do for them.
There are three knowledge gaps firms need to be aware of. First, executives need to know
what business problems can be tackled with analytics so they can utilize this “tool” when
feasible. Second, when the results of data analytics are presented to them, they need to
be familiar enough with this discipline so they can assess and accept the insights that are
presented. Third, there are the internal intelligence gatherers need to know how to deploy
analytics productively (Vriens, 2012).
These barriers, knowledge of the potential value and the skill to implement it correctly,
make it difficult to build and sustain an analytical capability that can deliver insights consistently and with impact. Firms may simply not have the right tools, processes, and people to
do this and to keep momentum to establish a function that has the potential to be a source
of competitive advantage.
The next section details how firms can benefit from analytics and summarizes the evidence
that analytics leads to improved business results.

THE VALUE OF ANALYTICS
Figure 1.1, derived and combining elements from Vriens (2012) and Corte-Real, Oliveira, &
Ruivo (2017), loosely describes how analytics can provide value to a firm.
In the beginning of the chain, we have data and the analytical skills and resources (tools,
processes, people) as the primary “production of insights” input and make these analytical
insights available to decision makers in the firm (more on this in chapter 4). The benefits of
having analytical insights can be both proactive and reactive. Proactive means analytics helps
identify decisions that a firm should make but that weren’t identified or prioritized by the
firm (yet). Reactive refers to decisions that a firm already has identified it should make, or
decisions it is already making. The goal for analytics is then to make these decisions better
or more efficiently.
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Identify decisions that should be
made
Discovery – mining data for gold
nuggets
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Business process performance
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The selection of an analytical target

FIGURE 1.1

Success factors of analytical insights

Deploying analytics

The analytics value chain adapted from Corte-Real. (2017).

Proactive Benefits
Having access to data enables data discovery activities without any specific decision in mind
and possibly even without a decision maker asking for this discovery work. This may lead
to identification of decisions that should be made. Such an analysis of the data might reveal
actionable insights or an unexpected outcome. The firm may not have been aware of a trend,
and may not have expected it, but once the data reveals it, it now presents a new choice for
decision makers to consider or it may increase the urgency of an already identified decision.
For example, Frito-Lay reviewed changes in preferences for its snack categories resulting from
demographic, economic, and health trends to predict what categories would grow and shrink,
and it helped the company focus on the growth categories (Girju, Adams, & Ratchford, 2009).
Russo and Schoemaker (2002) describe how Encyclopedia Britannica saw their sales drop by
as much as 53% because they insufficiently understood the growing appeal of the CD-ROM.
Pro-active monitoring of the market and trendspotting could have avoided their demise.

Reactive Benefits
When decision makers do ask for data to be analyzed, we get reactive benefits. Reactive benefits
include producing analytical insights to improve marketing efficiency or to improve process
performance. Vriens (2012) discusses four types of analytical targets: market dynamics, marketing dynamics, campaign dynamics, and customer dynamics (see chapter 3 for an extensive
discussion). Examples include selecting only the most promising new product concepts,
thereby avoiding wasting time on concepts that would never succeed in the market or identifying customers in your database that will most likely respond to cross-selling efforts, etc.
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Some examples of process improvement include the following:
•
•

•

Using analytics to optimize inventory management.
Using scorecards with a “single version of the truth” of key business performance
metrics to avoid lengthy, recurrent, and unproductive discussions as to what the
“numbers” should be.
As an example of an improvement in the collection of required data itself: we now
can leverage big data and social data (data pulled from discussions, posts, blogs) on
the Internet. The availability of consumer-generated content on the Internet has
enabled the creation of market structure and brand maps merely by using data that
is already available instead of using the traditional way of collecting data via surveys
(which may take months) (e.g., Vriens et al., 2017).

Proactive and reactive benefits can improve organizational agility and lead to growth. Organizational agility refers to the speed to which a firm can respond to new opportunities and
threats (Corte-Real et al., 2017) and the speed at which it can make better marketing decisions.
Growth refers to the ability to identify winning ideas (products, marketing campaigns, etc.).
Some examples include the following:
•

•

U-Haul recognized that consumers shop aggressively for the best daily rate, resulting
in low margins. Once the customer signs a rental agreement, they are captive. This
enables them to sell accessories at good margins. Recognizing this, U-Haul sought
to buy the cheapest storage location in key locations, giving them a cost advantage
and allowing them to keep the rates low (See Gadiesh & Gilbert, 1998).
ABB Electric used analytical insights to identify which customers in their market
were most likely to switch to their brand. This enabled them to target these “switchable consumers” with customized products. By doing this they efficiently grew their
market share (Gensch et al., 1990).

Empirical Evidence
Ultimately, analytics needs to result in increased revenue, profits, and in some cases, competitive advantage. An impressive amount of evidence has been produced to support these
claims. Evidence that data-driven and insight-driven decisions lead to better performance
comes from two different sources: surveys and case studies:
Survey studies:
a. A recent study among 3,000 executive managers (in the United States and
the UK) showed that firms using business information and analytics to guide
future strategies and analytical insights to guide day-to-day operations are
twice as likely to be top performers (LaValle et al., 2010).
b. Two studies done in New Zealand found similar results (Ganeshasundaram
& Henley, 2007). One study showed that firms carrying out mostly decision
research (defined as research explicitly done to support decisions) self-rated
higher in terms of firm performance. In a second study, information use
Chapter 1 — Introduction: The Business of Analytics | 7

c.

d.

e.

f.
g.

correlated with more effective marketing planning, which in turn was positively related to firm performance.
In one recent study (Brynjolfsson, Hitt, & Kim, 2011), CIOs and HR managers
of 179 publicly traded firms were asked to what degree data-driven decision
making was happening in their firms (e.g., one of the questions was “What
is the typical basis for the decision on the creation of a new product?”). The
response categories ranged from “1” (experience/expertise) to “5” (data). The
analyses, using advanced econometric approaches, showed that data-driven
decision making was positively related to sales, profitability, and the market
value of the firm. Specifically, for productivity (sales), they find that data-driven
decision making can account for a 5 to 6% increase.
A Harvard Business Review article by Kashani (1989) reports his research on 17
cases. Of the cases where no formal research was involved, two-thirds failed,
whereas only one third failed in cases where formal research had been done.
Germann and colleagues (2014) interviewed 418 senior managers in retail
(e.g., CMOs, CEOs, head of sales, etc.) across a number of different industries
(e.g., retail, energy, insurance, telecom, etc.). Across all industries the use of
customer analytics and analytics-based decision making was positively and
significantly related to business performance such as stated sales growth
and profits.
After reviewing over 400 client engagements, McKinsey (Bhandari et al., 2014)
found that integrated analytics can free up 15% to 20% of marketing spending.
In a multi-country study in Europe, Corte-Real and colleagues (2017) tested
and confirmed some of the relationships outlined in Figure 1.1. Using a
structural equation approach, they confirmed links between (a) agility and
competitive advantage, and (b) agility and process performance. The link
between process performance and competitive advantage was not confirmed.

Case studies:
a. Several books have described cases briefly (see Davenport & Harris, 2007;
Clancy & Krieg, 2000); specifically, decisions that companies have made and
have been successful or failed. Davenport & Harris (2007) illustrate how by
deploying analytics, firms can make better decisions, and Clancy & Krieg
(2000) illustrate the mistakes firms make by failing to gather analytical insights
or by failing to use them.
b. Many papers have been published (see chapter 3) that describe specific details
as to what type of data, methodology, and analytics, what and how analytics
were applied, and what specific financial impact these analytical efforts had
(see Lilien et al., 2013; Vriens, 2012). The list of reputable brands and firms
that have successfully applied analytics is long: ABB Electric, Baumax, CVS,
Electronic Arts, Inofec, Jetstar, Kroger, Marriott, Microsoft, Netflix, Harrah’s
Entertainment, J. Deere, Olive Garden, Rhenania, UBS, and Wal-Mart.
8 | From Data to Decision: A Handbook for the Modern Business Analyst

QUIZ
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

How can we define analytics?
What are reasons why firms might not have adopted analytics yet?
What is the difference between predictive and causal analytics? What do they
have in common?
How can analytics add value to a firm?
Give an example of how a firm can benefit from descriptive analytics.
What are three reasons for using exploratory analytics?
What are proactive and reactive benefits of analytics? Give an example of each.
Which is more important: proactive benefits or reactive benefits?
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